
The difference that it makes to others is invaluable and
essential. 

When our caring feels natural and instinctive it can be easy to
over-extend and forget that we also need to receive….

 But here’s the thing…..Our world is in need of a huge amount of
care right now.

And that isn’t going to change any time soon ~ we are in this
together for the long haul.

Our caring needs to be sustainable, we need to ensure that we
too are getting nourished in life otherwise our capacity for care

will burnout.

If you are someone who has naturally been drawn towards
caring this lifetime you probably have the gift and responsibility

of a huge heart. 

Having a huge heart can offer so much love, but can also
become weighed down by the suffering in life. 

Self care is not overly complicated, it
 just takes commitment and practice

Your capacity to care is truly a beautiful thing......



Four ways to sustain your capacity to care for the long term

Be honest with yourself in the moments
when you don’t care ~ let that voice be heard
too. That voice is on your side, calling you away
from conditioned caring and back to balance

through self nourishment

Feed your soul…. What deeply nourishes you?
What clears your mind, settles your nervous

system and relaxes your muscles over and above
anything else? Whatever it is, make it a regular part

of your life

Recognise that it is your nature rather than
your identity to care ~ Caring is not something
that you have to 'do', rather it is something that
you are. This shift in awareness is absolutely key

for sustaining long term caring. Caring becomes an
identity for many of us, and we put effort into it

which ultimately wears us out. As we realise more
and more that our hearts are our nature, and we
let them authentically lead us, our caring has the
chance to becomes as natural as our breathing.

Pause and feel your feelings ~ Our emotions are
often likened to water because they literally wash

through us, lubricating and rejuvenating our insides,
expanding everything once again and evoking a

fresh perspective on situations. Practicing pausing
and noticing what you are feeling and create spaces
where you can express them safely.Notice if caring
for life is becoming an obligation or a chore, rather

than a natural response in you.



I have been equally shaped through an amazing career on extraordinary frontline crisis services, managing
community and social projects at local, regional, national and global levels; and by my dedicated, often zealous (!)

inner world exploration supported through friendship, creativity, psychotherapy, parenting and meditation &
embodiment practices

As someone with a massive heart and a tendency towards responsibility for suffering, I have had  to keep
understanding the distinction between my natural impulse to care and my conditioned need to care. This has

become an ongoing practice for me 

The things that make caring about life long term possible, are having places where I can express my feelings, 
and a personal practice that helps me notice when I am getting caught up in over caring or being 

identified as being caring.

To support others to balance their care of self and other I offer:
 

~ A Deepening Into Being Together- A weekly online meditation
~Deep Listening ~ 90 minute one to one support sessions

 www.jennyrosesmith.co.uk                                                                       jennyrosesmith123@gmail.com                            

Can I help you to nourish & sustain your capacity to care?

https://www.jennyrosesmith.co.uk/weekly-online-meditation
https://www.jennyrosesmith.co.uk/private-sessions
https://www.jennyrosesmith.co.uk/

